CONSTITUTION
School plans
trivia bowl

By Marcie Peterson
Argonaut

Executive leaders in the student government say they would like to change how things are run in the legislature, so they are changing the student legislature.

According to Autumn Hansen, says one of her main goals this semester, to remove some of the limitations that she thinks limits the student legislature.

Senators keep in touch with their constituents by visiting with the living groups to which they are assigned. Hansen said she thinks by using other schools with different systems as models, the ASUI could adopt a new, more effective system.

She felt the current method of constituent meetings was distorting; by calling rather than living groups. However, Hansen admitted the plan would not be perfect.

"If-off-campus students have different perceptions than on-campus students," Hansen said.

While there is no plan to change how senators are assigned to constituents, Hansen said she thinks by using other schools with different systems as models, the ASUI could adopt a new, more effective system.

Some colleges have organizations that would serve as the on-campus, like the College of Natural Resources. Student Affairs Committees, but others do not.

Hansen would also like to see the establishment of the president's office.

"The University of Idaho is one of the few schools in the U.S. with an endowed position, the president, rather than the school year," she said. The ASUI president is elected in the middle of a four year cycle, which is one of the important things it has to deal with.

ASUI Vice President Liz Murphy said the ASUI has committees that deal with legislation, but with students involved with student government, they would see more change.

Both Bents and Hansen spoke about the perception some students have of ASUI leaders not accomplishing things. They agreed that if they were involved with student government, they would see more change.

Hansen said that students need to utilize ASUI.

"I want them to realize things are going on up here. I want to have students realize that they can be part of this.`

PAPAL SAFEST CHOWDOWN

Sophomore information systems major Kyle Warner digs into a watermelon during the watermelon eating contest during Palletfest Saturday outside the Idaho Commons.

By Eric Mulfer
Argonaut

A $10.000 remolding project is still not completed at the Sigma Nu fraternity house. Sigma Nu president by Poppino and his Fraternity members.

Poppino said the renovation of the chapel house began in February 2005. The renovation would complete and be remodeled to better suit the members of the fraternity.

The issue was built in 1955 and was in desperate need of renovation, Poppino said.

After getting funding, from alumni donations, the fraternity then closed the house and began the remodeling process.

The remodeling process spread out across August due to the renovation.

In living, various apartments. This semester Sigma Nu members and house officials will live in the University of Idaho Alumni Residence Center.

Poppino said this will be a suitable place to live for the students. He explained that the house is being remodeled to better suit the needs of the students.

The house, Remodeled in 1955, was in desperate need of renovation, Poppino said. After getting funding, from alumni donations, the fraternity then closed the house and began the remodeling process.

The remodeling process spread out across August due to the renovation.
UI graduate student helps those in need

By Jessica Mullins

University of Idaho gradu- ate student Melanie Loum says she wants other students to know help is there, as he has found throughout his studies at the University.

Loum, who is originally from Cambodia, has traveled to many countries and limits his community knowledge of others.

According to Loum, others don’t want people to get too far away from their paths.

Loum used his vast travel experi- ence to offer various points of view and perspectives.

This can include France, Kuwait and the United States.

In 1995 Loum joined the Red Cross while living in France and is still an active volunteer with the organization.

He says he is fortune to be able to go to school and be a part of the community.

The basics things you are there but it also fits the people of the other side of the world.

Loum says, “I haven’t seen any bad situations in the U.S.”

He says he is a true believer in the national government and strongly supports the community.

Loum says he is speaking his mind for the people.

He says he is ready to travel.
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Research chimps show desire to fit in

...\n
Violent video games linked to aggression

The Washington Post
A new analysis of research done over the past 20 years into the effects of violent video games has concluded that the popular entertainment genre provokes aggressive behaviors in many young players and leads to increases in hostility among them.

The review, presented last week at the American Psychological Association's annual convention in Washington, analyzed a range of studies that found that violent video games led, at least temporarily, to more aggressive fantasies and acting out and were especially amusing to girls who were less familiar with traditional sports and competition.

The authors initiated their review in part because a 2001 federal court decision that overturned an Indianapolis law prohibiting video players from allowing children to see graphically violent video games unless accompanied by a parent. In his decision, U.S. Appeals Court Judge Richard Posner and video game studios said that violent video games increase the average level of violence among players.
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Poppewell said the fraternity members are OK with the decision to live in the ALC building.

"We are just glad that we will have a place that we can all stay in together," Poppewell said. "We will be able to have more social activities and do more things together then we could if we were spread out." Poppewell was also hopeful about his year's recruitment.

"It's hard to say on rush, depends on how you look at it," Poppewell said. "Guys could mistake that they will be living in one of the best houses on campus."

Clifford Hughes/Champagne
Freshman biology major Kala Talby rides a mechanical bull during the Fairolust Saturday outside the Student Commons.
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After a life of deceit, he may try honesty

By Tioga Alavez

Los Angeles - Early morning as he backed down the driveway of his Glendale Park home, Federico DiBritto, 57, knew that the day was going to be his last on the job.

For months — much longer than he had any right to expect — DiBritto had been working for the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department, where he was a civilian investigator. On April 21, DiBritto, a former civil rights lawyer, was arrested and charged with a federal count of embezzlement.

DiBritto, who has spent his adult life rising through the ranks of a law enforcement agency that started at the bottom of the Los Angeles Police Department, has been fired from his job.

But for the last 30 years, DiBritto has been a part of law enforcement, both as a civilian investigator and as a prosecutor. He has spent most of his life in the public sector, serving his communities through his dedication to justice.

He has been arrested on charges of fraud, theft, and embezzlement, and faces a maximum sentence of 20 years in prison.

In the last few days, DiBritto has beenc

If you see this kid, tell him to call us. It's a shame he didn't know about My Rich Uncle before getting tapped off on his student loan. Don't make the same mistake. Get a cheap student loan from My Rich Uncle. To learn more visit MyRichUncle.com

WAKE UP SUMMERS OVER NEED A LAST MINUTE JOB OFFER?

KOB 40.1 1-888-MY-RICH-UNCLE

My Rich Uncle 1-888-MY-RICH-UNCLE
At Crawford protest camp, growing echoes of Woodstock have arrived

by Mike Allen

The Washington Post

CRAWFORD, Texas - Camp Casey, which started with a busload of Bird enthusiasts and mushroomers over the weekend and has swelled into a bedroom community of some 2,000 tents, is being transformed into a vast, sprawling university as the Bush family heads to Crawford for their annual stay.

That means an upswing in activities, with a spate of art events - a poster-making workshop, a performance at a "Peace and Justice" festival and a "Peace March" weekend coming up. And the Bushes' aides have been busy with plans for their grandchildren - a trip to the zoo and a family outing to the boys' baseball game.

But the Bushes' trip also means a lot of work for the staff and volunteers who have been setting up the camp for the past few weeks.

The camp is now a hub of activity, with a large tent set up in the center and smaller tents scattered around. The main tent has a stage with a screen for movies and a paper for the Bushes' personal use.

The camp also has a kitchen, a bathroom, a huge tent for sleeping, and a children's play area.

The Bushes are expected to arrive in Crawford on Monday, and the staff has been working around the clock to get everything ready.

And the Bushes' stay is expected to last at least a week, with the Bushes and their family expected to stay until Thursday.

The Bushes have been in Crawford for several years, and the camp has grown into a hub of activity for the public and the Bushes' family.

The Bushes have been seen at the camp several times, and their presence has been a source of excitement for the staff and volunteers.
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The Bushes have been seen at the camp several times, and their presence has been a source of excitement for the staff and volunteers.

The Bushes are expected to arrive in Crawford on Monday, and the staff has been working around the clock to get everything ready.

And the Bushes' stay is expected to last at least a week, with the Bushes and their family expected to stay until Thursday.
Sunnis Seek Further Delay in Constitution Approval

By Edmond Sanders and Ahad Khalil

IRAQ

Political groups representing Iraq's minority Sunni Arab community have called for a new deadline to be set for approving a national constitution, claiming that they had been cut out of final negotiations between Shiite Muslims and Kurds, and appealing to UN and EU officials to intervene.

A leading Sunni, the leader of the joint Sunni Arab Confederation, the main Sunni political grouping, Ruhama Shaker, said his group was likely to call an emergency conference of Sunni leaders and was calling on EU officials to intervene and set a new deadline for approving a national constitution. "We have been cut out of the final negotiations and have had no role in determining the content of the constitution," Shaker said.

Shaker said the talks had "turned into a power struggle" between the Shiites and Kurds, the two groups that together control more than 90% of Iraq's provinces. "We are not talking to each other, we are not negotiating," he said. "The constitution is for the whole country, not just for Iraq's minorities." Shaker said he wanted an international conference of Sunni leaders to be held in Baghdad to discuss the situation and set a new deadline for approving a constitution.

The talks were due to end Wednesday. The Shiites have already approved a draft constitution, which is now being debated by the Kurdish region. The Sunni Arab bloc is opposed to the constitution, saying it does not represent their interests.

Still, a UN official said talks were still possible. "We are hopeful that talks can continue," the official said. "We will do everything we can to help." The official said the UN was ready to mediate if necessary.

(1) The Sunni Arab Confederation (SAC) is a political alliance comprising Sunni Arab parties and organizations, formed in 2005 to represent Sunni Arab interests in Iraq.

(2) The Shiites are the majority group in Iraq, constituting about 40% of the population. They are mostly from the south and are primarily Shi'a Muslims.

(3) The Kurds are an ethnic group of about 15% of the population, living in the north of Iraq and are mostly Sunni Muslims.

(4) The United Nations (UN) is an international organization founded in 1945 to maintain world peace and security, promote social progress, and better international cooperation.

(5) The European Union (EU) is a political and economic union of 27 countries in Europe.

THE-Key Facts:

- The Sunni Arab Confederation (SAC) is a political alliance comprising Sunni Arab parties and organizations, formed in 2005 to represent Sunni Arab interests in Iraq.
- The Shiites are the majority group in Iraq, constituting about 40% of the population. They are mostly from the south and are primarily Shi'a Muslims.
- The Kurds are an ethnic group of about 15% of the population, living in the north of Iraq and are mostly Sunni Muslims.
- The United Nations (UN) is an international organization founded in 1945 to maintain world peace and security, promote social progress, and better international cooperation.
- The European Union (EU) is a political and economic union of 27 countries in Europe.
Celebrating the kiss seen ’round the world

By J. Michael Kennedy
Los Angeles Times

LOS ANGELES — Edith Shain didn’t think much about the scene she witnessed as she leaned toward the fence at the University of Southern California on Aug. 19, 1945. It was just one of the thousands of people crowding the campus for the celebration of Japan’s surrender and the end of World War II.

But what better way to welcome a stranger, especially a young sailor named in Mary Shain who made her way through the throng, than to kiss any woman he could find, young or old.

In the chaos that day, Aug. 15, 1945, was a photographer for Life magazine, Alfred Eisenstaedt, one of the members of the Greatest Generation, who used his camera to capture the elation of the moment.

“I saw a sailor grabbing every woman in site,” she said. “So I ran ahead of him, he was in dark blue, so I waded until he grabbed someone one in white.”

The photo that appeared in Life — the scene in a white uniform being dipped and kissed by a sailor — has become one of the most reproduced pictures in the history of the magazine. Only a decade later did Shain write to Life and say she believed she won the photographer the Pulitzer Prize.

Eisenstaedt is long dead, but Shain didn’t take the scene that day for granted. She remembered the names when he was streaming the scene, and the sailor has not been identified to anyone’s complete satisfaction. Life has not published the name, but it is believed Shain knew it, as she said was the magazine believes is the true simple among the many who have claimed to have the kiss.

But Shain, 87, retired a Los Angeles resident, in certain she’s the nurse in the photo, and she wrote to the magazine in 1980 to make her claim. And she has met the blind of the photo, Michael Monighan, who was injured in the Battle of Okinawa.

“When I was 27-year-old New Jersey, still married, first woman husband but separated and working as a nurse in a hospital in Chicago,” Shain said as she told Monighan about the kiss. She claims it was the moment he felt.*

Eisenstaedt was one of the most famous photographers of the 20th century, described in a 1992 New York Times article as "a master of the little detail, the humble trivia, that big a story.

Shain had heard for years from others that he came from the photograph, the nurse who was hit and taken to the hospital in a small truck. When the nurse was moved to a larger hospital, Shain says she was relieved.

"I mean that it was me," she said.

Edith Shain recalls the 70 - years ago when a sailor kissed her her 70th birthday, "I wouldn't say it changed my life so much as enriched it, she said.

"I was a nurse herself and it was like the same kind of health, I had and I was kind of a cut to my stockings. And a little bit of my skirt was showing," she told the Associated Press.

"When she kissed the sailor, only to be met by an Army man who wanted a smile as well. But and the friend who came had decided to buy something they got out of hand.

A few years later, Shain moved to Los Angeles, intent on continuing her nursing career. But she switched to teaching, the profession she'd been working in for years, she said.

"I was teaching, the same kind of health, and I had the same kind of a cut to my stockings. And a little bit of my skirt was showing," she said.

"Now that I was a certain age, I wasn't embarrassed about it any more," she said. "He looked at my legs and said I was the one."

After stem cell advancement, the effort to lift restrictions may stall

By Coli Connolly

WASHINGTON — Harvard University advance in genetic research has put the stem cell scientists in the middle of a fierce debate that is having a small but significant impact on the political process. But the research restrictions imposed by President Bush four years ago, leaders on both sides of the aisle say Monday as details of the discovery: xenografting, the fails of the umbilical cord.

The news that Harvard scientists has shown the potential human cells into embryonic stem cells — Without using a human egg or new embryos — is likely to fuel the already complex debate around stem cell and research policy.

Even as they were describing the finding being made public this week in the journal Science in the Lincoln Monday that the new research could lead to people with cancer the use of the embryo's own cells. The finding has given the embattled technique an added boost.

"This technology is not ready for your prime time," said Harvard Harvard faculty member Michael De等活动, a process known as xenografting, which involves taking a genetically engineered tissue and inserting it into a living organism.

The Harvard discovery has also been greeted with enthusiasm by the prospects because it offers the tantalizing, albeit distant, prospect of creating genetically limited hybrid cells without destroying new embryos. The technique used laboratory grown human embryos in mice to produce cells that are functional in a person's skin. This offering the skin cells from a human.

"All of this affirmation we will see breakthroughs without compromising ethical standards," said Rev. Tom Cyisms, a physician who has written a book on the issue of stem cell research. "We're not going to be able to transfer tissue we can just put it into the basic science.

On the other side, Rep. Michael Castle, R-Del., concluded the latest breakthrough will make it much more difficult to lift the坯i limits more challenging.

"I consider this a point well made for them," he said, "for those who just wish to approve any use of embryonic stem cell research at all. They will say "This Harvard scientists has shown the potential human cells into embryonic stem cells — Without using a human egg or new embryos — is likely to fuel the already complex debate around stem cell and research policy.

"It's not as if this research, says there is no need to embryonic stem cells in the research with human embryonic stem cells.

"We are an American Society for xenografting, the process to establish human embryonic stem cells."

Michael Castle, R-Del., concluded the latest breakthrough will make it much more difficult to lift the ban, which limits more challenging.

"I consider this a point well made for them," he said, "for those who just wish to approve any use of embryonic stem cell research at all. They will say "This Harvard scientists has shown the potential human cells into embryonic stem cells — Without using a human egg or new embryos — is likely to fuel the already complex debate around stem cell and research policy.

"It's not as if this research, says there is no need to embryonic stem cells in the research with human embryonic stem cells."
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Tiger’s always good enough

Even when he’s not at his best, Woods can win.

By Jim Good
Knight Ridder Tribune

We should all have days as infuriating as the one Tiger Woods had at the recent Transamerica Classic on Sunday at Firestone Country Club.

Woods won his fourth NEC Invitational and collected his 48th PGA Tour victory, but it was a case of 50 first putts on 16. He missed a 6-footer to the par-5 18th that would have ensured him a 59, the lowest score ever on the PGA Tour.

He entered a course-hosting $1.5 million audience masterpiece and learned that he could be fired like a trip in the ATM machine is guaranteed to be a tourament for all five more years.

Don’t you feel his pain? Just the kind of day that has most of us speed-dialing our therapists or Debrah Follis.

I hit the road early, not out of fear because I was hit with the ball, said Woods after damping a 8-foot putt for a 1-under 70 over Chris DiMarco. I hit a ton of good shots and get nothing out of it because I keep missing putts.

You would love to make that 50 as the most of his starting.

That painful sequence Woods from the rest of the grilling universe. He will a prestigious tournament and generally the hard way.

The world expects as much from Woods. He expects more. On any days like this one, when he took four bogeys and missed five putts from 10 feet of the cup, it was still championship material.

Even when he’s not at his best, Woods is often good enough.

He avoided the big mistakes and lasted long. Because that doomed as many of the others.

Playing partner and co-blind leader Kenny Perry implored over the final 18 holes, DiMarco and Paul McIlhany couldn’t beat Woods.

A surging Stuart Appleby fell apart, when his caddie tells Chris DiMarco unmistakably picked up his ball after a drop on No. 13.

The role-states a dropped ball meant at least one club leading before one could take it.

It was that type of day at a wind-swept Transamerica Classic.

After making his putts on No. 16, the imagined a lot less than the one. Supposedly Woods would not gain because of the golf ball. His last bogey was the 16th. When DiMarco putted No. 17, he never hit the ball. And he was at the No. 17. While the role states a dropped ball meant at least one club leading before one could take it.

Woods holds the lead in being tied this major championship behind the greens. The leader’s path was by almost a player who has compiled 50 of all 50 career victories.

But Woods is still good enough after those three.

But Woods led and was fatigued. He will not tire of the foot race. Woods turned the first nine holes, 4 under par, but was still behind.

Woods led the lead by being tied this major championship behind the greens. The leader’s path was by almost a player who has compiled 50 of all 50 career victories.

Woods has a history of 18 more strings, but you knew the field already had 3 at hand and could not capitulate. A champion is not good enough even to be good enough.

His 12-foot putt on the par-5 18th was the key.

His 12-foot putt on the par-5 18th was the key.

But he had a plan to how to handle it. DiMarco knew it even as his wife tried to play with him in the clubhouse.

If you’re playing for him to make a bong, you didn’t do what you needed to do,” said DiMarco, who also had a playoff in Woods at this year’s Masters.

“Success is getting off, I’m proud of this that. This really works (of friends) for a lack of a better word.

All of this can baileen have known that testing against Woods.

He is the best player of his generation and desired to be the best of all time. Five victories this season in 17 events. How to be a straining percent.

What happened to all that chatter about a Tiger? OK, Pontevedra geese have witnessed him in better form than Sunday. He won by 14 strokes in 2002 and was 1-5 last-seven-hole playoff against Jim Furyk a year later.

He neither propelled himself nor was pushed to greatness this time, but Woods proved he could still win without his best stuff, that he could win with secret.

“amuse” puts.

That is truly irritating. Not for Woods, but everyone trying to catch him.

---

Shoes offer near-barefoot option

By Richard Seven
The Seattle Times

Back on him now, 36-year-old Tiger Woods

had his first full marathon this year. In April. The best

he could manage was 3 hours, 15 minutes, 45 seconds, by

over it if he unshod his feet. He has a

3-4. The tournament to really be

effort to get the full marathon under

seated. He learned a few secrets for this event.

Racines, a Washington, D.C., psychiatrist, proposed

idea and moved toward this alternative in this would

be runners who believe it, and

what this to select running shoes and barefoot

styles, which bandage and protect feet like ankle sprain. Nike encourages more

ones to try to run barefoot. A pair of his shoes, the

are approaching the relatively constant structure of the

addicts, the company hopes

races will be sold in the near future.
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Community watch: Troubled Moscuclans need new direction

Editor's Note: Community watch is a loosely defined phenomenon associated with groups of people often self-appointed to police behavior deemed "wrong" and "suspicious." This phenomenon has become a topic of concern by both law enforcement and local authorities in recent years.

Editor's Note: The phenomenon has been reported in various forms in different communities around the world. It is often characterized by a group of individuals who monitor their neighbors, report suspicious activities, and sometimes take matters into their own hands.

Editor's Note: In some cases, community watch groups have been praised for their efforts in preventing crime and ensuring safety in their communities. However, there have also been concerns raised about the potential for abuse and overreach in these groups.

Editor's Note: For example, in some instances, community watch groups have been accused of targeting specific racial or ethnic groups and engaging in activities that violate civil liberties.

Editor's Note: The phenomenon is not limited to any particular demographic and can be found in communities of all sizes and types. It is important for law enforcement and local authorities to be aware of the phenomenon and take steps to ensure that it is carried out in a responsible and legal manner.
IF YOUR LOOK HASN'T MADE A COMEBACK YET-Ross has you covered

Get a fresh new look at savings of 20-60% off department store prices. Ross has the latest designer and brand name fashions you love right here in Moscow.

Palouse Mall
Pullman Rd. & Harden Rd.
(208) 882-3704
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Far from the average vegetarian

Vegans beware of diet dangers

Some urge to be mindful of balanced diet

By Abby Anderson

With gas and food price peaks and student fees soaring, it is no surprise why Chris Heinrich, a University of Vermont political science major, adopted a vegan diet. He says, "I'm on a lot cheaper than beef or pork."

"When it comes to regular grocery food, it's a big deal," Heinrich says. "As a vegan, Heinrich doesn't consume dairy, meat, eggs or fish, so he only needs to use replacement foods before becoming a vegan. The reason being he uses it is because you don't have to worry about disease." Heinrich says.

"It's pretty and tasty, so I find it easy to eat," Heinrich says. "The flavor, texture and aroma are the main reasons." Heinrich says he tried it a few years ago to get healthy. "They do go for a little while," he says. "It's okay to stay safe."

"Going out to eat can also be difficult sometimes and friends and family go out together," he says. "People like to do that."

Although weight loss was the initial reason for becoming a vegan, it wasn't as quick as it was expected. "I went from 220 lbs. to 140 lbs. in three months, but that didn't last. My health took a hit," he says. "There's a lot of people who do a lot of people who're really healthy and fit." Heinrich says.

"Vegetarians and vegans sometimes think they're healthy because they eat a lot of vegetables, but they can also be unhealthy. Some people eat vegetables but don't eat meat," he says. "Some people eat vegetables but they don't eat meat." Heinrich says. "Some people eat vegetables but they don't eat meat."

"I've always been a health nut," he says. "I feel really good about what I've been eating. It makes my tummy feel good, too." Heinrich says he's a meat lover.
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Music performance senior Jason Flores (left) and philosophy senior Charlie Martyn perform as part of Jazz Night featuring at John's Alley.

what audience you're playing for," Zarasay comments. The two versions give people a chance to experience different sides of the band's music. And for the 21 and younger crowd, the group performs as an allages show at One World Cafe on the second Saturday of each month.

"Dance" finalists to go head to head Sept. 20 on ABC

By Vern Gay Monday

Yes! We have a dance-off coming to John's Alley and Kelly Monroe will be on fire (or "on fire!"") in a marathon that will resolve the greatest

reality TV controversy of our time: "Dancing With the Stars." The stars will be determined by the audience, who will cast their votes by text message. The top five stars will be announced on ABC's "Dancing With the Stars" finale on Monday, Oct. 17, at 8 p.m. ET/PT. The 10 remaining stars will then compete in a dance-off, where the public will vote for their favorite star. The winner will be crowned "Dancing With the Stars" champion on Nov. 7, at 8 p.m. ET/PT.

"Dancing With the Stars" finale will be broadcast live from New York City. The show will feature highlights from the season and will conclude with the announcement of the winner. The audience will vote via text message, and the winner will be revealed at the end of the show.

ABC will air the "Dancing With the Stars" finale on Monday, Oct. 17, at 8 p.m. ET/PT. The show will feature highlights from the season and will conclude with the announcement of the winner. The audience will vote via text message, and the winner will be revealed at the end of the show.

"Dancing With the Stars" finale will be broadcast live from New York City. The show will feature highlights from the season and will conclude with the announcement of the winner. The audience will vote via text message, and the winner will be revealed at the end of the show.

ABC will air the "Dancing With the Stars" finale on Monday, Oct. 17, at 8 p.m. ET/PT. The show will feature highlights from the season and will conclude with the announcement of the winner. The audience will vote via text message, and the winner will be revealed at the end of the show.

"Dancing With the Stars" finale will be broadcast live from New York City. The show will feature highlights from the season and will conclude with the announcement of the winner. The audience will vote via text message, and the winner will be revealed at the end of the show.

ABC will air the "Dancing With the Stars" finale on Monday, Oct. 17, at 8 p.m. ET/PT. The show will feature highlights from the season and will conclude with the announcement of the winner. The audience will vote via text message, and the winner will be revealed at the end of the show.

"Dancing With the Stars" finale will be broadcast live from New York City. The show will feature highlights from the season and will conclude with the announcement of the winner. The audience will vote via text message, and the winner will be revealed at the end of the show.

ABC will air the "Dancing With the Stars" finale on Monday, Oct. 17, at 8 p.m. ET/PT. The show will feature highlights from the season and will conclude with the announcement of the winner. The audience will vote via text message, and the winner will be revealed at the end of the show.

"Dancing With the Stars" finale will be broadcast live from New York City. The show will feature highlights from the season and will conclude with the announcement of the winner. The audience will vote via text message, and the winner will be revealed at the end of the show.

ABC will air the "Dancing With the Stars" finale on Monday, Oct. 17, at 8 p.m. ET/PT. The show will feature highlights from the season and will conclude with the announcement of the winner. The audience will vote via text message, and the winner will be revealed at the end of the show.

"Dancing With the Stars" finale will be broadcast live from New York City. The show will feature highlights from the season and will conclude with the announcement of the winner. The audience will vote via text message, and the winner will be revealed at the end of the show.

ABC will air the "Dancing With the Stars" finale on Monday, Oct. 17, at 8 p.m. ET/PT. The show will feature highlights from the season and will conclude with the announcement of the winner. The audience will vote via text message, and the winner will be revealed at the end of the show.

"Dancing With the Stars" finale will be broadcast live from New York City. The show will feature highlights from the season and will conclude with the announcement of the winner. The audience will vote via text message, and the winner will be revealed at the end of the show.
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"Dancing With the Stars" finale will be broadcast live from New York City. The show will feature highlights from the season and will conclude with the announcement of the winner. The audience will vote via text message, and the winner will be revealed at the end of the show.

ABC will air the "Dancing With the Stars" finale on Monday, Oct. 17, at 8 p.m. ET/PT. The show will feature highlights from the season and will conclude with the announcement of the winner. The audience will vote via text message, and the winner will be revealed at the end of the show.
The Stones are back, a little older

By Robert Hilburn
Los Angeles Times

TORONTO — For years now, there have been rumors of a Rolling Stones reunion involving Keith Richards and Mick Jagger, and no one could tell you what exactly was happening. Mick Jagger will keep his guard up. It's not like there's a band in town, and there's no reason to talk about it now. 

It's all very complicated. Of course, they're the Rolling Stones, not the Beatles. At least that's how it's been all along. And when John Lennon and Paul McCartney reunited, they were less than a month old. The Beatles were always a band, not a vaudeville act. 

In the Rolling Stones' case, it's been years, and the band has had its share of ups and downs. But it's always been a band, and the Rolling Stones are always the Rolling Stones. 

The band is a family, and families have their ups and downs. But the Rolling Stones are a band, and they've always been a band. They're not a family, and they're not a vaudeville act. They're the Rolling Stones. 

After the breakup, the band was a laughing stock. But the Rolling Stones are always the Rolling Stones. They're not a family, and they're not a vaudeville act. They're the Rolling Stones. 

The Rolling Stones are always the Rolling Stones. They're not a family, and they're not a vaudeville act. They're the Rolling Stones. 

The Stones are back, a little older. It's not like they're a new band, but they're definitely not the same band that was around in the '60s. They're still a band, and they're still the Rolling Stones. 

The Rolling Stones are always the Rolling Stones. They're not a family, and they're not a vaudeville act. They're the Rolling Stones. 
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Oct. 23, of the anniversary of the backing rock
debute. "I would want to perform, but
I'd love to act and make fun of myself," she
describes. "I can act a lot more.
It would just be fun for me to do it,
just for myself."

Simpson is also getting used to having more time for herself these
days. After coming home watching
her every move for multiple Mtv reality shows, Ashlee is at least temporarily off of the sched-

ule. "There are no cameras in the Simpson family anymore and we're

It's a temporary solution. "When I went in to make this movie, Gary Ross said to me, 'Just

Shrek was fine. "Real Ne-

causals," she laughed.
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the greatest and necessary things," says. "Eat a lot of dark leafy greens. The main thing is not to neglect your nutrition—
some vegans don't, but I do just because I want to be able to get everything that I need.

"Vegetarians can be very healthy if it's planned well," Beck says. "Go about it intelli-

cently, don't just jump in without doing your research. There are a lot of books for guidance.
A vegetarian diet can be easy to balance once you administre your protein."
WOMEN’S SOCCER

Kick start

With Showler at controls, Vandal women’s soccer ready for plunge into WAC

By Justin Haypih

SEPTEMBER 5 - It’s a new season for the University of Idaho women’s soccer team and first-year coach Pete Showler — some would say a more promising one. The Vandals have two of the premier programs in the nation and the school has relocated its soccer program to a new facility, the Idaho Soccer Complex.

“Maybe it’s the team, which finished 3-14 last year in the Big West, returns 14 players but the real story is the new direction,” Showler said. “For sure what has been most astonishing is how strong the freshmen have come in and performed.”

However, the Vandals have gotten off to a rocky start, since its first practice Aug. 5. Showler was concerned that his team would fall into the same trap that his predecessor, Mike Wicks, fell into during his first year, which was two losses down with knee injuries. Wicks had high hopes for the Vandals last year, but it was cut short by injuries to the starting defense.

“Morgan Crabtree and Tattoonine Goss were big losses,” Showler said. “Both midfielders are big losses but not as much as the two freshmen, Katie-Ann and Stacie Emberson, who we were hoping would be big leaders.

Among the Vandals’ other losses were Kelly Keep, an excellent goal-scorer, who graduated, and senior Rhonda Souder, who decided to go into coaching. The Vandals also lost their head coach, Sonny Anderson, who resigned as the head coach and joined the newly formed female. team, the Western Idaho College Saints.

Showler will need to adjust the team to their new, more talent-filled role.

“Morgan Crabtree has recently joined as an assistant coach,” Showler said. “He was one of the Vandals’ best players last year and will be a big help with our team.”

He also added that the Vandals will need to be more competitive this season.

“I’m not sure what we’ll be able to do this season, but I do know that we have a good team,” Showler said. “We have a lot of good players and we need to work hard to be as competitive as possible.”

He also mentioned that the Vandals will need to work hard to get back to the NCAA tournament, which was the Vandals’ goal last season.

FANTASY FOOTBALL

Tips on how to win your league

By Tommy Amato

The Washington Post

Dealing professional football fanatics know that only days remain until the regular season begins. For many, the excitement is building.

With NFL training camps fast approaching, there are plenty of players to choose from, and many coaches are looking to build their best lineups. But how do you know which players to pick, and when is the right time to make your picks?

For many players, winning isn’t just about being competitive, it’s about being competitive enough to win. Just because one player has a better season than another doesn’t mean that player is the better choice. It all depends on the situation.

As you make your picks, remember that there are always going to be surprises, and that’s what makes fantasy football so fun.

Selecting the right players can mean the difference between a championship and a season spent in the basement. But don’t let the pressure get to you. Take your time, do your research, and most importantly, have fun.

The key to success is to select the right players and to be able to predict how they will perform throughout the season. This can be difficult, but it’s a challenge that many players enjoy.

There are many websites and apps available to help you make your picks, and many coaches recommend using these tools to help you make your picks.

In the end, the most important thing is to have fun and enjoy the game. Fantasy football is a great way to socialize and make new friends, and it’s a great way to get your mind off the day-to-day stresses of life.

So get ready, the season is about to start!
 manage a split speaks to their consistent offense and the momentousness of the biggest game.

The Georgia Tech offense can pitch around Georgia, the Aggies had to stop Jeremy Carnell, who brought more than 225 mph, among those into this game.

It was an uphill battle against a lineage that demands. Schenke said. "When we're not getting stuff going on the offensive side, every pitch has a low meaning. It's going to be our time to learn to close the hole.

"There's no time to spend on anything other than batting practice Sunday morning, and no time for anything else." 
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It might seem like a fun idea to think about all the players who will play in the final Super Bowl.
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Hurricanes sound alarm over losses

By Mark Schlesinger
The Washington Post

Since replacing Bush Davis at Miami, Larry Coker has been one of the most successful coaches in college football. He led the Hurricanes to ACC championships in 1991 and 2003, and led them to three Super Bowl appearances. He has also coached a team that won the national championship in 1991.

Coker was named the new coach of the Miami Hurricanes in 2003, replacing predecssor Don Shula, who had been the head coach for 25 years. Coker was a former player at Miami and had been the team's offensive coordinator before becoming the head coach.

Coker has led the Hurricanes to four ACC championships and two BCS title games. He has also led Miami to two Sugar Bowl appearances and one Orange Bowl.

Despite the success, Coker has faced criticism for not winning a national championship in his tenure as head coach. The Hurricanes have not played for the title since 2002, when they lost to the University of Southern California in the BCS Championship Game.

Coker has also faced criticism for not being able to replace the team's top players. The Hurricanes have lost several key players in recent years, including quarterback Josh Whaley, who was a first-round pick in the NFL draft in 2006.

Coker's team has also struggled with injuries in recent years, including a season in 2004 when they lost several key players due to injuries.

The Hurricanes have not played well in recent years, finishing with a losing record in three of the last four seasons.

The team has also struggled withplayer development, with several players leaving early in recent seasons.

Despite the struggles, Coker has remained乐观 about the team's future. He has expressed confidence in the team's talent and has said that the team is in good position to contend for a national championship in the future.

Coker has also expressed confidence in his coaching staff, saying that they are capable of leading the team to success.

The Hurricanes are currently preparing for the upcoming season, and Coker has said that the team will be focused on improving in all areas of the game.

The team will open the season against Florida State on September 1.

---
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By Mark Schlesinger
The Washington Post

If Georgia coach Mark Richt had convinced quarterback D.J. Shockley to stay at Bulldog Stadium, he would have had an ability to match his predecessor, Georgia coach Ray Goff, in terms of producing quarterbacks. Richt had been successful at Georgia and was able to nurture the talents of quarterbacks like Michael Johnson and John Mcclain, who were both successful in the SEC.

However, Richt was not able to do the same with Shockley, who was drafted by the San Francisco 49ers in the 2004 NFL Draft. Richt has expressed interest in bringing Shockley back to Georgia, where he could have been a mentor to Richt's current quarterback, Matt Simms.

Richt has also expressed interest in bringing back former Georgia quarterback Matt Simms, who was drafted by the Houston Texans in the 2010 NFL Draft. Simms has had a successful career in the NFL, and Richt has expressed interest in bringing him back to Georgia to mentor his current quarterback, Greyson Lambert.

Richt has also expressed interest in bringing back former Georgia quarterback Greyson Lambert, who was drafted by the Baltimore Ravens in the 2015 NFL Draft. Richt has expressed interest in bringing him back to Georgia to mentor his current quarterback, Greyson Lambert.
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Lakers find a point guard (sort of) in Mckie

By Mark Heider
Los Angeles Times

Ending their search for a point guard, or at least a Phil Jackson-type point guard, the Los Angeles Lakers have agreed to terms with another candidate no one could have overlooked, Aaron McKie.

The contract, sources said, agreed to by McKie and the Lakers on Tuesday night, was expected to be for two years and $1.5 million. The Lakers had no comment.

The agreement with McKie is expected to end negotiations with Dennis Rodman, another big, veteran guard who has also received a similar offer but was reported to still be shopping for his second contract.

"He's the best point guard for shooting," Kobe Bryant said of McKie. "He's the best player I've ever seen in the triangle." McKie averaged 12.7 points and 3.8 rebounds per game last season for the New York Knicks.
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Chicago Tribune
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